Transport conditions of the return box: 1°C tot 30°C
Storage conditions of the sampling test: 15°C tot 30°C
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for the last time.
You can take the test as late as 14 days after you had (unsafe) sex

STD-TEST ORAL

Chlamydia and Gonorrhoea

STD-TEST

me/uitslag within 48 hours. To that end, use

You can ask for the result at https://testalize.

RESULT

MAIL THE
RETURN BOX

You can use this sampling kit to test

the code on the code card.

INSTRUCTIONS

for Chlamydia and Gonorrhoea. Your

SCAN ME

material will be examined at our
laboratory (ISO15189). The results are
authorised by a medical microbiologist.
You can ask for the result by using the
unique code on the code card.

KEEP YOUR CODE CARD IN A SAFE
PLACE. NO CODE? NO RESULT!

cotton swab*

vial**

sealbag***

You can now mail the return box in a PostNL post box (testalize.me/retourbox).
After the return box is delivered, you can ask for your result at
testalize.me/uitslag within 48 hours, using the code on your code card.

Open the vial. Place the cotton swab inside and snap it along the line.
Securely close the vial. Place the vial in the sealbag and seal the bag.
Place the full sealbag in the return box and close the box.

Hold the cotton swab on the snap line and carefully place it in your mouth.
Move it along your tonsils (both sides of your mouth) and the back of your throat.
Take the cotton swab out of your mouth without touching your tongue or cheeks.

Wash your hands. Remove the cotton swab from its packaging. Do not touch the cotton
and make sure it is not exposed to dirt.

Leave the fluid in the vial and avoid skin contact. Do not ingest.
Testing is simple. There are only four steps to complete:

*** sealbag Daklapack

** vial: Aptima® Multitest Swab Transport Medium (STM) | Hologic Inc.

* cotton swab: Aptima® Multitest Swab (SW) CE0843 MDD 93/42/EEC | Hologic Inc.
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HOW TO CONDUCT THE TEST

instructions
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CONTENTS OF THE BOX

